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Materials:  
Rhinestone Cat Earrings 
02 Bead Gallery® silver tone metal with rhinestones cat 14x33mm 
           charms (20072) 
02 Bead Gallery® glass black faceted 10x14mm teardrop (10448) 
02 Bead Gallery® black opaque Czech glass fire polished faceted 
           round 4mm (15357) 
02 Bead Gallery® silver tone head pin (12959) 
02 Bead Gallery® silver tone eye pin (12957) 
02 Bead Gallery® .925 silver heavy wire French ear wire with 4mm ball 
           & loop (17039) 
 
Cat Lentil Earrings 
02 Bead Gallery® skeleton cat print on reconstituted stone lentil 24mm 
           beads (20102) 
02 Bead Gallery® black metal cat one sided 17x26mm charms (20063) 
02 Bead Gallery® silver tone eye pin (12957) 
02 Bead Gallery® .925 silver heavy wire French ear wire with 4mm ball 
           & loop (17039) 
 
Jack O’latern Earrings 
02 Bead Gallery® silver tone metal with rhinestone jack O’latern  
           charms (20073) 
02 Bead Gallery® glass black faceted 10x14mm teardrop (10448) 
02 Bead Gallery® Czech fire polished faceted glass round 10mm 
           crystal crackle (15947) 
04 Bead Gallery® silver tone eye pin (12957) 
02 Bead Gallery® .925 silver heavy wire French ear wire with 4mm ball 
           & loop (17039) 
 
Sugar Skull Earrings 
02 Bead Gallery® silver tone metal sugar skull 20x30mm charms (20064) 
02 Bead Gallery® glass black faceted 10x14mm teardrop (10448) 
02 Bead Gallery® Czech fire polished faceted glass round 10mm 
           crystal matte (15923) 
04 Bead Gallery® silver tone eye pin (12957) 
02 Bead Gallery® .925 silver heavy wire French ear wire with 4mm ball 
           & loop (17039) 
 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 



 
Time: 15 minutes per set 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Beginner 
 
Instructions: 
 
      Rhinestone Cat Earrings 

1. Using head pin, string black teardrop and form a 
simple loop. 

2. Open loop and attach to the bottom of cat charm. 
3. Using eye pin, string black 4mm and form a simple 

loop. 
4. Connect loop to the top of cat charm. 
5. Connect ear wire to loop. 
6. Repeat steps 1-5 for 2nd earring. 

 
      Cat Lentil Earrings 

1. Using eye pin, string cat lentil and form a simple loop. 
2. Open loop and attach to black cat charm. 
3. Connect ear wire to loop. 
4. Repeat steps 1-3 for 2nd earring. 

 
     Jack O’latern Earrings 

1. Using eye pin, string black teardrop and form a 
simple loop. 

2. Using eye pin, string crystal crackle 10mm and form a 
simple loop. 

3. Connect loop 1 and 2 together. 
4. Open bottom loop and attach to Jack O’latern 

charm. 
5. Connect ear wire to top loop. 
6. Repeat steps 1-5 for 2nd earring. 

 
      Sugar Skull Earrings 

1. Using eye pin, string black teardrop and form a 
simple loop. 

2. Using eye pin, string crystal matte 10mm and form a 
simple loop. 

3. Connect loop 1 and 2 together. 
4. Open bottom loop and attach sugar skull charm. 
5. Connect ear wire to top loop. 
6. Repeat steps 1-5 for 2nd earring. 

 



 


